Until recently, all theories of the driving force for rafting have considered the compositions of the two phases to be fixed, although accepting that the rate of rafting might be controlled by diffision.
position curves of the two phases, with a consequent shift of the compositions and proportions of the two phases which are in equilibrium. They illustrate this with the diagram of Fig. 1 .
We may develop this idea in more detail by making some simplifying assumptions. Our analysis considers only the change in enthalpy between two states, one in which the two phases have the compositions which are in equilibrium in the absence of external stress, the external stress has been applied, but no diffusion has occurred, and one in which the two phases have the homogeneous compositions which are in equilibrium under the applied stress. We do not attempt to treat the intermediate configuration in which some diffision has occurred, but the compositions of the phases are inhomogeneous.
Suppose that one of the phases has a very sharp free-energy/composition curve, so that it is virtually a line compound of composition c' and free energy per unit volume LpO We shall take this to represent */, and, following Saito et al., neglect the dependence on applied stress of the free energy of this phase. The (other phase, which we shall take to represent "I, has, under tensile stress 0, composition c and free energy per unit volume
U~=U,+K(c-~o)~+60, (1)
as is represented in Fig. 2 . We shall consider only terms linear in cr. We take the simplified model of a unit cube divided by a boundary parallel to the tensile axis into a volume 5 of the y phase and 1 -5 of the y' phase (Fig. 3) .
The enthalpy of the unit cube is
Let the overall composition of the alloy be c.. The significance of S is that s'/K is the excess of the free energy of y over that off when y has the composition of y'.
When stress is applied but no adjustment of composition has occurred,
Since, in the final state, aH / 35 = 0, the change of 5 from the value (7) to the value (5) increases H by
The value of a2H /ac2should be evaluated in the final state, but, since we shall show that the changes in composition are small, we may replace this value by its value in the initial state.
This change in enthalpy is achieved during a displacement
and so the initial chemical thermodynamic pressure on the interface is Ps=26a.
(10)
This may be compared with the thermodynamic pressure arising from purely elastic effects, which is of order
where m is the fractional difference of the elastic constants of y and T'. Since m is usually of order 0.1, PC is substantially greater than P,. On the other hand, P, remains roughly constant as the interface migrates, while P, decreases to zero at the value of At given by (9). Since K and S are energies related to the phase diagram, we expect them both to be of order RT per mole or 1.6 x 10' RT me3 = 1.3 x 10' Jm", while c' -c. = 0.1,6=3x105,ando=500Mpa=5x 108m'.Then IAs1 = 10A,andthe chemical driving force is exhausted before any measurable change in the shape of the particles has occurred.
